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There is a number of works devoted to modelling of Polish economy in the 
period of transition from the centrally planned to a market economy. Some 
'new' examples K. Barteczko, A. Bocian , T . Kuszewski [7], A. Fusari [8], A. Kar
mann [9], M.Lipiec- Zajchowska, E. Sikora[lO], J. Stefariski [11] . W. Welfe [12]. 
This list of works is certainly incomplete. Every single day new papers ap
pear , and - because of rapid changes in the economy - a part of them becomes 
out- of- date in a relatively short time. Most of papers published these days are of 
a rather general character. They contain mainly methodological considerations. 

The present paper shows a general idea of a medium-term operational model 
of real and monetary flows in the economy for the time horizon of 5- 10 years. The 
model incorporates several tens of basic economic variables that the 
Government as well as the Central Planning Bureau are interested in. A number 
of characteristic features make the model useful for controlling the development 
of the economy in the period of transition, e.g. 

- financial interrelations between the subsytems of ti).e economy, 
elements of tax and insurance system, 
elements of market mechanism generating consumers' demand and sav
mgs, 
an approach to modelling of the labour ma:ket, 

- behavioral relations. 
Limited volume of the paper does not allow us to present neither the com

putational version of the model adjusted to available statistical data nor the 
computational procedure for construction of scenarios of development of Polish 
economy in the nearest future. 

When working on a model and a computational procedure ~ every author has 
to tailor his or her intentions and ambitions to available statistical data. The 
most difficult stage of experiments with any model is its transformation to a 
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computable version. A number of scenarios of development of Polish economy 
up to 1999 were experimentally derived from the model. The following variables 
were in~orporated in scenarios: outputs of subsystems (by 19 sectors; the list 
of subsystems is given below), productive investments, non-productive invest
ments, utilization of production capacity, exports, imports, employment, un
employment, household incomes, savings, demand and supply on the consumer 
market, financial position of subsystems, taxes, foreign debt, etc. 

A reader interested in the details should refer to [1]-[6]. 

Subsystems of economy 

The following subsystems are distinguished in the model: 

1. SINE- state industrial firms (and co- operatives), 
2. MINE- municipal industrial firms , 
3. POlE - private industrial firms, 
4. STF A- state farms (and co- operatives), 
5. POF A- private farms, 
6. HOTR - domestic trade, 
7. HCOP- housing co-operatives, 
8 . ST B U - state budget, 
9. REBU- regional budget 1

, 

10. N F HO- non-farm hoseholds, 
11. F AHO - farm households, 
12. FOT R- foreign trade, 
13. BAN J{ - banking, 
14. DFOR- foreign (hard currency) market. 

National economy is perceived as a system consisting of the above mentioned 
subsystems to which some (at least one to each) economic activities are assigned 
(see Table 1) . The following activities are considered in the model: 

(a) production, 
(b) trade, 
(c) investment, 
(d) consumption. 

Activities (a)- ( d) are associated with both real and monetary flows. There are, 
however, activities associated only with monetary flows. They are called 

(e) purely monetary activities. 
Another activity, 

(f) increase of reserves 
is considered as a separate one. 

1 In the experimental computations both ST BU and REBU were put together and called 
BUDGET. 
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~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
s 
Production + + + + + 
Current consumption + + + + + + + 
Productive investments + + + + + 
Non-productive investments + + + + + + 
Industrial consumption + + 
Collective consumption + + + 
Trade (domestic, foreign) + + 
Financial activities + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Increase of reserves + . . 

In the table ( +) Identifies activities assigned to a given subsystem . 
Notice that foreign market is treated as a subsystem of the economy. 

Prices 

The following prices are accounted for: 

11 

14 

+ 
+ 

sales prices, cj (for products bought by HOTR and FOTR in case of 
domestic products), 
wholesale prices, cj (HOTR's sales prices for all the buyers with except 
of FOT Rand households), 
retail prices, cf (paid by households), 
"foreign" prices, 1/Jf (for exported and imported products). 

Model 

Block I. Balances and technical constraints 

Balance of products: 

ll 

I: uP+ LSYPyP+ LSYPyP + 
pEP pEP p=6 

IO 

+ L szp zP + uw + uz + e + v. 
p=7 

(1.1) 

This is a rather general balance of products. There may be an inventory of 
products, not used by all the activities .• The inventory is held by HOT R. 

Equations relating intermediate consumption to intensity of production: 

APxP (pEP), 

uz 

( 1.2a) 

(1.2b) 

(1.2c) 
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ed 

ed Final consumers 

ed - retail prices 

eh - wholesale prices 

e z - selling prices 

1/;D - dpllar prices 

Intensit ies of HOTR and FOTR are defined in (1.5a) , (1.5b) further on. 

Imports: 

f r +i = Jk +r, ( 1.3a) 

r - L f'uPuP + f'H ( Uw + uz), (1.3b) 
pEP 

12 

i f'Y L sYpyp + f'Y L SYPyP, (1.3c) 
pEP p=6 

10 

fk L [ z p s z p zP, ( 1.3d) 
p=7 

r f' el'. ( 1.3e) 

By assumption, imports are linearly related to current inputs (current import, 
fz) , to investment (investment import , Ji), to final consumption (consumption, 
fk) , and to export (reexport, f"). 

Export: 

e E.Se, 

E. > Emin· 

( 1.4a) 

( 1.4b) 

Th ese relati ons determine the sectoral structure of exports as well as minimal 
Pxports. 
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Intensities of trade activities: 

c2 (2::: ;1' + J- e) 
pEP 

( 1.5a) 

6tpD JD + cze. (1.5b) 

Intensity of HOTR is measured as tot al value (in sales prices) of products 
bought by the system. Assuming that all the (not exported) products and im
ports go throught HOT R this intensity is the value of the domestic products 
traded . 

Output (intensity of production activities): 

p _ . { MpMP (Jxpzxp} 
xj -mm 'Yj j , j j , pEP,j=l, ... ,n. (; .6) 

The relations between output on the orie hand and production capacity and em
plyment on the other hand are two-factor production.functions of the Leontief
Koopmans type. 

Dynamics of production capacities: 

I 
8 

Mpt =(I- fi,P,t)MP,t-1 + L 8p,t,Typ,t-T, pEP. (1.7) 

According to neoclassical concepts production capacity in a given period de
pends on the capacity in the previous period and on investment in the past (in 
last· B years; B is the maximum investment lag). This is a push-type model. 

Balance of labour force: 

L llxp + zhw + zhz + zsM + zBDP + BEZ = ZSR. 
pEP 

Block II. Financial surpluses of subsystems 

(1.8) 

Financial surpluses of the subsystems to which production and trade activities 
are assigneed: 

where 

NFPP 

NFP 5 

FKR 

cz xP - eh AP xP - pxp [XP, p E P, p # 5, 

czx5 - eh A 5 x 5 - FKR, 

(2.la) 

(2.1b) 

(2.lc) 

In PO FA the are no wages. From farmers' incomes consumption and non-pro
ductive investment are financed. By assumption, they are in a relation to output 
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(in sales prices), P 5 cz x 5 ( P 5 - coefficient of proportionality). 

N HW eh (L xP + f- e) - hw - chuw- Phw [hw + 
pEP 

+(cd _ ch)(Sz9 zg + szlOzlo), 

NHZ cz f + DtpD eD - hz - chuz - phz zhz. 

The last element of (2.2) is a retail margin . 

(2 .2) 

(2.3) 

Aggregate financial surpluses and wages in subsystems to which production 
and trade activities are assigned: 

NFI = L N F pP+ N HW + N H Z, (2.4a) 
pEP 

4 

PLP LPXP[XP, (2.4b) 
p=l 

PLHW phw zhw' (2.4c) 

PLHZ phz Ihz, (2.4d) 

PPH PLP+ PLHW + PLHZ. (2.4e) 

Wages in the economy: 

PLSM PSM + tSM, (2.5a) 

PLED pBDP + zBDP, (2.5b) 

PGN PPH + PLSM +PLED. (2.5c) 

Wages in the economy are equal to the sum of wages in all the subsystems 
to which production and trade activities are assigned pl\ls wages in ·housing 
co- operatives and budget institutions. 

Financial surplus: 

Foreign trade balances: 

SHD 

SHZ 

-DTD, 

6SHD. 

.(2.6) 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

Notice that the surpluses (after conversion to zloty) are not ex definitione equal 
the financial surplus of FOTR (taken with opposite sign). The surplus of the 
last subsystem depends on the domestic sales prices, which do not matter in 
determination of "foreign" surpluses. 

Foreign debt: 

(2.8) 
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Foreign debt in a given year depends on debt in the previous year, rate of 
interest, and -balance of foreign trade. 

Notice that by assumption all of the balance of foreign trade is used to pay 
back the foreign debt . Negative balance of trade increases foreign debt . 

Block Ill. Monetary flows 

All the equations of this block may be written in the following general form: 

14 14 

R~+NP+LFpq=KP+LFqp + R~ (p=l , ... , l4) , (3.1) 
q= l q=1 

where R~, Ri - monetary reserves at the beginning and at the end of a given 
year, and 

N.P N F pP, p E P, (3 .2a) 

N 6 NHW, (3.2b) 

F1 ,s 

F2 ,s 

F4 ,8 

F6,8 

F8 ,3 

FS ,4 

Fs,5 

Fs,6 

Fs,7 

Fs ,9 

Fs,u 

PPH , 

NHZ, 

DTR, 

DTD, 

0, p=7,8,10. 

DBP + ISP, 

DBK + IS'K , 

DBR + IS'R, 

DBH +ISH, 

DS'MPP , p= 1, 2,4,6,8. 

WS'M + S'K M+ CZY, 

I 

POOP+ PONP + POPP + PODP + ZUSP + WAMP, 

(3.2c) 

(3 .2d) 

(3 .2e) 

(3.2f) 

(3.2g) 

(3 .3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3 .7a) 

(3.7b) 

p = 1, 2, (3 .8a) 

P003 + PON 3 -t POP3 + POD3 + ZUS3
, (3.8b) 

PRU + PON 4 + POP4 + ZUS4
, (3.8c) 

P RI, (3.8d) 

PON 6 + POP6 + POD6 + ZU S 6 + W AM6
, (3.8e) 

POP7 + ZUS'7 , (3.8f) 

POL, (3.8g) 

P0011 + POP 11 + POD 11 + ZUS'11
, (3.8h) 
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Fs,12 WEM, (3.8i) 
F9,p WZYP, p= 1,2,4,6,11, (3.9a) 
F9,3 FKN, (3.9b) 
F 9,7 KMZ, (3.9c) 
F9,s SSN, (3 .9d) 

F 9, 12 KBZ9, (3.9e) 
F1o ,s FKR, (3.10a) 
F1o,s SRI , (3.10b) 

F1o,12 I<Bzlo, (3 .10c) 
F11,s DHZ, (3.1la) 

Flt ,12 K BZ 11
, (3.11b) 

F12,s SEM, (3.12a) 
F12,p SKBP, p = 9, 10 , (3.12b) 

F l2 ,11 SK B 11 + SH Z, (3.12c) 
F l 2 , t 3 KZR, (3.12d) 
F1 2, 14 KZD , (3.12e) 

F13, 12 pSK R , (3.13) 
Fl4,t2 8SK D. (3.14) 

Quantities f{P are defined as follows: 
Investment outlays in the subsystems to which production activities are as

signed: 

f{ P = eh s Y p yP , p E P. 

Investment outlays in HOTR and FOTR: 

!{6 chSy6y6, 

Kll = chSyllyll 

(3.15) 

(3.16a) 

(3.16b) 

Investment and consumption in HCOP (purchases and maintenance): 

!(7 = c" SY7 / + chSz7 z7 + PtSM. 

Investment and consumption in budget- financed institutions: 

/{ 8 = c"SYByB + chszs zs + PtBD. 

Costs in household: 

[{ 9 cd s z9 zg ' 

[{1 0 = cdsziOzio 

( 3 .17) 

(3.18) 

(3.16a) 

(3 .1 6b) 
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Block IV. Institutional constraints 

Constraints of this block reflect law in force, tax system and the welfare benefit 
system. Variables from (3.3) and (3.4) are interrelated with previously intro
duced ones, and are also related to the following additional variables: 

AMOP - depreciation (exogenous, by assumption), 

ZYBP = 

N F pP- POOP- POPP- PONP+ 
-WAMP- ZUSP, 
NFPP- POPP- WAMP- ZUSP, 
N F pP - POOP - PO NP - zu SP' 
NFPP- PRU- POPP - ZUSP, 
NEPP - PRI, 
NHW- POOP- POPP- PONP+ 
-WAMP- ZUSP, 
NHZ - POOP- POPP- WAMP+ 
-ZUSP, 

DON= PGN + FKN + L WZYP. 
p=1,2,4,6,11 

Z YNP = { ZYBP -POPP, p= 1,2,3,6,11 
ZY BP ' p = 4, 5. 

W B BP - value of buildings ( exogenuously given) 

List of institutional equations 

Sales tax: 

Wage tax: 

POPP 

POP6 

POP7 

POP 11 

fifczxP, p= 1, 2,3, 

fifhw, 

fiflhz, 

fiP pxp [XP' p = 1' . . . '4. 

fi 6 PLHW, 

fiiPLSM, 

fi~ 1 PLHZ. 

p= 1, 
p= 2, 
p= 3, 
p= 4, 
p= 5, 

p= 6, 

p = 11, 

( 4.1) 

(4.2) 

( 4.3) 

( 4.4a) 

( 4.4b) 

( 4.4c) 

( 4.5a) 
• 
( 4.5b) 

( 4.5c) 

(4.5d) 

(4.5e) 
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Sectoral security rate: 

ZUSP f3~pxp [XP 
1 p = 1, ... , 4 . 

zus6 ,B~PLHW, 

zus7 ,BJ PLSM, 

ZUS11 /3~ 1 PLH Z . 

Depreciation: 

WAMP =f3~AMOP , p= 1, 2,3,6, 11. 

Income tax: 

PQDP =f3~ZYBP , p= 1, 2,3 , 6,11. 

Property tax: 

PQNP=f3~ WBBP , p=1 , 3,6. 

Profit distributed to employees: 

WZY P =f3?ZY NP, p = 1,2,4,6,11. 

Taxes paid by socialized sector of agriculture: 

Z. CZERWIN S KI , W. JUREK, E. PANEK 

(4.6a) 

( 4 .6b) 

( 4.6c) 

( 4.6d) 

(4.6e) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

Taxes paid by non-socialized sector of agriculture: 

( 4. 12) 

Taxes paid by non- farm hauseholds: 

POL = ,Bf0 DON. (4.13) 

Net income of H F HO: 

DN N = DON+SSN-POL-CZY +KM Z 9+K BZ9- SK M 9-SK B 9
. ( 4.14) 

Net income of G DRI: 

DN R = F KR +SRI+ KBZ 10
- SKB 10 (4.15) 

Unemployment benefits: 

PBEZ = kBE Z PBDP BEZ. (4.16) 

Total net income: 

D N L = DN N +DN R+ PBEZ ( 4.17) 
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Block V. Behavioral equations 

Equations of this block are divided into 9 groups. All of them seem clear and 
are supplemented only with brief comments . 

Labour efficiency in production subsystems influenced by consumer price 
index: 

(Jxp,t = (Jxp,t-l(I + .yxp,tswzyGODO,t), PEP, 

where 

SWZTGODO,t = cd,t - lzi,t: cd,t - 1zi,t-1 _ 1, 

(rate of increase of household purchase) 

z = sz9 z9 + sz10 Z 10 

(market supply of products) 

(5.1) 

(5.2a) 

(5.2b) 

Consumer price index and efficiency "pressure" on wages in production sub
systems: 

where 

SW KUt = cd,t-1 zi,t : cd,t-l zi,t-1 _ 1, (5.4) 

(consumer price index) 
Capacity utilization related to labour efficiency in production subsystems: 

MP,t = min { 1 MP,t-1 [ 1 + g-rp ,t (~ _ 1)]} 
fJ ) fJ J f3?·t-1 ) 

p E P, j + 1, ... , n (5.5) 

(capacity utilization increases along with the increase in labour efficiency). 
Wages in trade influenced by consumer price index and labour efficiency 

measured as turnover per employee (in comparable prices): 

(5.6a) 

where 

l w ,t z t-l 1t-l = c ' (5.6b) 
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(5.7a) 

and 

(5.7b) 

(expressions in paretheses in (5.6a) , (5.7a) stand for annual rate of sales value 
per employee in HOT R , FOT R, in sales prices of the previous year) . 

Wages in housing co- operatives influenced by consumer price index and 
labour efficiency measured as consumption per employee (in comparable prices): 

PSM,t- 1 [1 + J.l SM,t S'W K Ut + 

+e · ·----1 
SM t ( ch,t-1 zSPM I,t f .SM,t-l )] 

ch,t- l zSPM J,t-l [SM,t 
(5 .Sa) 

where 

(5.8b) 

(final consumption in H COP) . 
Wages in budget institutions are influenced by consumer price index and 

la bour efficiency measured as consumption per employee (in comparable prices) : 

PB DP,t-l [1 + J.l BDP,tS'WKUt + 

+
gBDP,t 1 

( 

ch,t-1 zB DP,t [BDP,t - l ) ] 

ch,t-lzBDP,t-l . [BD P ,t - (5.9a) 

where 

(5 .9b) 

(final consumption in budget entiti tes) . 
Final resources of households: 

(5. 10) 

P urch ases of households as influenced by pri.cc and income: 

(5.1 1) 

(substitu tion demand fun ction). 
Volun tary sav ings of households: 

~ d - ; 
OS-0 = DNL-c Z. (5 12) 

Excess dcrnan d : 

RPP = zi - zi . (5 .13) 
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Forced savings: 

where 

{ 
RPP;, 

NPP; = O, 

Final remarks 

gdy RPP; > 0, 
gdy RP P; :S 0. 
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(5.14a) 

(5 .14a) 

Econometricians dealing with mathematical models are aware of deficiencies and 
controversies of assumptions of various models, models of national economies 
included . Assumptions of our models are certainly deficient and controversial 
too. The authors themselves would be ab le to criticize them very sha rply. We 
think, however, that the model has to b e developed in the following directions, 
allowing 

- to describ e more precisely the tax system and its relations to processes 
in the real sp here of economy, and especia ll y to production and investm ent 
processes, e.g . in the model presented herein taxes depend on outpu ts, costs, 
wages; but t he real p rocesses of production and investment do not depend on 
taxes;. taxes do not form any bas is for allocat ion of factors of product ion, 

to develop the block of institu t ion a l constraints related to sett lements 
between th e subsystems of the economy and the banking sector; in the model 
presented her<o only some of the constraints are taken into account , 

to capt ure interrelationships between prices and rates of exchange (total 
and secto ral); in t he mo del only some of the interrelations are in corporated, 

- to take in to account the potent ial consequences of privatization. 
The postulates forwarded above implicitly indicate weak points of the mod el. 

Some of them refl ect our will to in corporate in to the model the phenom ena and 
processes whi ch have been either impossible or very difficult to model not so 
long ctgo , because of difficulties in co llect ing statist ical data, or simp1y because 
of non l'x istcnce of some of the phenomena. 
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Appendix 

List of symbols 

To simplify notation , time index is dropped in equations without lagged vari
abl es. Time index is explicitly written only in equations with lagged variables. 

n - number of products (j = 1, ... , n) , 

P · ~et. of subsystems with productive activity assigned (p E P), 

T p\a.nni ng horizon , 



B - maximal investment lag, 

f - imports 
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f z - imports consumed by productive and trade activities , 

r - im ports consumed by investment activities, 

fk - imports consumed by consumption activities, 

f e - imports consumed by reexport , 

f' Y - diagonal matrix of shares of imports in investment, 

f'Y - diagonal matrix of shares of imports in investment (productive 
sphere), 

f"P - diagonal matrices of shares of imports m investment 
(non- productive sphere), 

tzp - diagonal matrices of shares of imports in final consumption, 

re - diagonal matrix of shares of imports in reexport , 

xP - outputs , 

nP - intermediate consumption, 

n w - intermediate consumption in domestic trade, 

n z - intermediate consumption in foreign trade, 

YP - productive investment, 

5Yp - matrix of sectoral structure of productive investment (by ongm 
of inputs) , 

yP - non- productive investments , 

SYP - matrix of sectoral structure of non-productive investments , 

zP - consumtion, 

szp - matrix of sectoral structure of inputs in consumption activities, 

v - increases of reserves, 

e - exports, 

c: - total exports , 

C:m in - minimal exports, 

se - sectoral structure of exports, 

h w - activity levels of doi?estic trade, 

h 2 
- activity levels of foreign trade, 

AP - matrix of intermediate input coefficients, 

a.w - intermediate input coefficients (related to unit of intensity of 
domestic trade, 

a. z - intermediate input coefficients (related to unit of intensity of 
foreign trade, 

cz - sales prices, 
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eh - wholesale prices, 

cd - retail prices, 

8- rate of exchange of Polish zloty vs. US dollar, 

<.pD - (import and export) prices on hard currency markets, 

-rfP -maximal capacity utilization, 

MJ - production capacity, 

!3':/ - labour efficiency, 

ry - coefficients of current labour inputs, 

JL~ - capacity depreciation, 

8~,t,r - ration of investment output in year t to investment outlays m 
year t- r, 

zhw - employment in domestic trade, 

zhz - employment in foreign trade, 

zSM - employment in housing co-operatives, 

zBD P - employment in budget institutions, 

BEZ- unemployment, 

Z S R - labour force, 

pxp - unit wages, 

N F pP - gross financial surplus, 

N HW - gross financial surplus in HOT R, 

N H Z - gross financial surplus in FOT R, 

ph'" - wage stake in HOT R, 

phz - wage stake in FOT R, 

N F I - total gross financial surplus in subsystems to which productive 
or trade activities are assigned, 

PLP- wages in subsystems to which productive activities are assigned, 

PLHW - wages in HOTR, 

P LH Z - wages in FOT R, 

PBEZ - unemployment benefits, 
BEZ ' k - the ratio of unemployment benefits to the average wage m the 

budgetary sphere, 

PP H - wages in subsystems to which productive or trade activities are 
assigned, 

ZYBP - gross profits from productive and trade activities, 

ZYNP - net profits from productive and trade activities, 

P LS Jv[ - wages in housing co- operatives, 

PLED - wages in budgetary institutions, 

PGN - wages in the economy as a whole, 
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DON - personal income of non-farm households, 

DN N - net income of non-farm households, 

DT D - deficit in foreign trade on hard currency markets, 

S H Z - balance of foreign trade, 

8D - interest rate for foreign debts, 

Z ADD - foreign debt , 

R~, R~ - beginning and end of financial reserves, 

Fpq -financial flow from subsystem q to subsystem p, 

NP - financial surplus, 

DB P - budget subsidies to current activities of SINE, 

DB K - budget subsidies to current activities of MINE, 

DBR- budget subsidies to current activities of STFA, 

DBH- budget subsidies to current activities of HOTR, 

DSM - budget subsidies to current activities of HCOP, 
DB Z- budget subsidies to current activities of FOTR, 

WSM- household deposits in housing co- operatives, 

I{ M Z - housing loans, 

S f( M - amortization of housing loans, 

CZY- rent paid HCOP by H F HO, 
POOP - sales tax , 

PONP - property tax, 

PO PP - wage tax, 

PODP - income tax, 

Z U SP - social insurence rate, 

AMOP - depreciation, 

vV AMP - depreciation transferred to central budget, 

P RU - tax paid by the socialized agricultural sector, 

P RI - tax paid by the non-socialized agricultural sector , 

POL- tax paid by non-farm households, 

W EM- additional money supply, 

W ZYP - profit distributed to employees, 

F K N - consumption fund of non-socialized industry, 

SS N - social benefits (pensions, disability penswns , stipends, other 
benefits) for non-farm households, 

SRI - social benefits for farm households, 

[( BZP- loans, 

SF." BP- amortization of loans, 

KZ D - foreign loans, 
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S J-( D - amortization of foreign loans , 

KP - non - productive and non-trade costs , 

W B BP - valu e of buildings, 

f3f - sales tax rate, 

(3~ - wage tax rate, 

f3f - social security rate , 

f3f - budget share in depreciation fund, 

f3f - income tax rate, 

f3r - property rate , 

(3~ -employees ' share in profits , 

f3i , f3g - tax rate in socialized and non- socialized sector of agriculture, 

f3io - tax rate for non-farm households , 

DN R - net income of GDR!, 
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DN L- net income of households, 

vjP - coefficient of reaction of labour efficiency to increase of consump
tion , 

SW ZT 0 000 
- rate of increase in households' consumption, 

zi - market supplies for households, 

Jl~P - coe-fficient of reaction of wages to mcrease of consumer pnce 
index , 

S W/{ U - consumer price index, 

B~P - coeffici ent of reaction of wages to increase in labour efficiency, 

B7~' - coeffi cient of reaction of capacity utilization to labour efficiency, 

fihw - coefficient of reaction of wages in HOT R to increase of consumer 
pri ce index , 

fihz - coefficient of reaction of wages in FOT R to increase of consumer 
pri ce index, 

fi SM - coeffic ient of reactiun of wages in H COP to increase of consumer 
price index, 

JlB D P - coefftc ient of reaction of wages in BUDGET to increase of con
sum er price ind ex, 

ehw - coefficient of reaction of wages in HOT R to labour efficiency, 

ehz - coefficient of reaction of wages in FOT R to labour efficiency, 

esM - coeffic ient of reaction of wages in HCOP to labour efficiency, 

eBDP - coefficient of reaction of wages in BUDGET to labour efficiency, 

Z P L - financial reserves of households , 

OS Z , OSW - personal savings: voluntary and forced , respectively, 

o - interest rate for personal deposi ts, 
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z' - consumer demand , 

n - vector of paramet ers of demand function, 

RP P - total excess demand, 

N PP - vector of excess demand , 

w\ w5
- ratios of average inputs in STFA and IGRO to the average in 

agriculture, 

z s PM I - current consumption in HCOP , 

kx5 
- ratio of consumtion and investment outlays to income in PO FA, 

SP - financial state of the subsystem p, 

F K R - consumption of GDRO , 

&, 8- diagonal matrices composed of vectors a , 8, 

I - unit matrix, 

1 = (1, ... ,1). 


